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Editorial 

In the final Issue of the year 2003 

we report on three European 

projects: ESCAPE, SARTRE and 

HUMANIST. The EU recommenda

tions which are also based on the 

results of the ESCAPE project are 

discussed in detail. The opin'bns 

of the Dutch motorist on several 

traffic safety topics can be found 

In the article on the results of the 

SARTRE 3 project. 
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EU: enforcement an 
important road safety instrument 
Annually 40,000 people are killed and 1.5 

million are injured in road crashes in the 

present member countries of the European 

Union. After May 2004, when the EU has 

grown to 25 countries, a conslierable 

increase in the number of casualties is to 

be expected, especially in the 10 new 

member states. The EU aims to have 

halved the number of fatalities by 2010. 

This ambitiOUS target needs to be ach"t:M3d with 

limited resources and with immediate effect · 

Various studies that were carr ed out In EU 

prOjects and by the ETSC have shown that there 

are three Important causes of death and severe 

injUry In the EU : speeding, alcohol use, and 

dnvlng Without a seat bell. Reducing these 

offences Will result In a reduction of the number 

of fatalities by 25% . 

Although the EU has not been able to reach an 

agreement about the same laws for all member 

states, all countrres have laws regarding hm ts 

and rules for speed limits, alcohol use, and seat -

belt use · Comparisons of the effects of su Ch 

laws In various countries have shown that just 

having a law leads to a reduction of the number 

of casualties, but that law In combination with 

enforcement has much better results · This is 

why the EU countrres have decided to strongly 

intensify the surveillance of traffic offences · 

ESCAPE 

Enforcement was the main subject In the EU pro

ject ESCAPE , Enhanced Safety from Appropriate 

Police Enforcement, in which SWOV participated. 

Several aspects of police surveillance were 

studied. The differences in legal regulations and 

procedures In the different Q)untries were 

People know that speed 
kills, but I am not sure 
whether they appreCiate 
When they are at the wheel 
of a vehicle, what different 
speeds do. 

(Om Yetson, Labour MP) 
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examined . So was the way In whl'ch the police is 

organized, together w'th tie extert and nature of 

surveillance and enforcement. The best practices 

were also described, as well as the future 

developments. In spite of the large differences in 

the precise approach wlihl'n the EU countries, 

practically every country has a procedure to 

punish offences in a relatively simple manner. 

There are also simliarit'es in the way the procedure 

takes place. The fine is an important means, but 

in addition, special 'extras' are applied · These 

include revoking the driving license, mandatory 

following of a course, fulfilling 'community 

services', etc. Recently, on December 2nd 2003, 

ESCAPE has been officially been concluded with 

a symposium. 

The purpose of this symposium was, in the first 

place, to involve practical experts in an intensive 

discussion of the results · In addition, it was 

intended to make an inventory of how the know

ledge from this project had already contributed 

to developments at the national and EU levels. 

All EU member states were represented. 

Results 
It appears that enforcement works, that the 

number of offences diminishes, and with it the 

number of road casualties. The French example 

that was presented at the conference illustrates 

this. President Chirac has made increasing road 

safety in France a spearhead of his policy. To 

achieve this, the surveillance has been intensified, 

among other things, and a French equivalent of 

the Dutch Administrative Enforcement of Traffic 

Offences Act (known in Holland as the "Mulder 

Law") has been introduced · This law puts 

collecting the fines outside criminal law and treats 

it the same as collecting taxes · Figure 1 clearly 

shows the enormous reduction in the number of 

road deaths. 

EU recommendations 
At the EU level, ESCAPE has influenced the 

recommendations for effective police surveillance 

that the European Commission formulated on 

October 21 st 2003 in the 'Commission recom

mendation on enforcement in the field of road 

safety'. The EU has considered the following 

ESCAPE conclusions of importance'. 

• Enforcement can rely on broad support; 

• Enforcement based on deterrence is effective; 

• Automated methods are effective; 

• Enforcement requires dedication and 

commitment; 

• More technological aid is necessary and ways 

of catching and punishing offenders must be 

simpler; 

• There are large differences in the efficiency of 

enforcement within the EU. 

A study of the relation between surveillance costs 

and the expected effectiveness on accidents 

shows a very positive cost-benefit ratio · TIe best 

practice methods of surveillance studied have a 

ratio of 5 to 1 for speeding, 3-8 to 1 for C1cohol, 

and 10-13 to 1 for seatbelt use. 

Partly based on the cost-benefit analysis and the 

studies within the ESCAPE project, the European 

Commission concluded, among other things, 

that enforcement is an important and effective 

method to prevent road crashes, road deaths, and 

injured. The EU is of the opinion that speeding, 

alcohol use, and seatbelt use must be controlled 

consistently. The Commission also recommends 

that enforcement must be combined with 

campaigns in order to have an optimal effect. 

The European Commission hopes to achieve a 

reduction in the number of road deaths and 

injured by allowing the various member states to 

set up their own plans. These plans should 

contain the recommended measures for 

enforcement and campaigns to combat the most 

important causes oftrafflc death. The enforcement 

plans must be regularly evaluated for their 

effectiveness and, if necessary, be adjusted. 

The Netherlands 
What do the results of ESCAPE and the 

recommendations of the European CommiSSion 

mean for the Netherlands? In this country, the 

surveillance of a large number of offences has 

recently been greatly intensified. Among these 

are alcohol use, speeding, and seatbelt use. For 

all these , the intensified surveillance is based on 

plans, and the result is also measured in terms 

of behaviour changes . The settlement has been 

simplified by the "Mulder Law", thus greatly 

redudng the pressure on the courts. Automated 

surveillance has increased greatly and, as a 

result of this, the subjective chance of being 

caught has also increased greatly (see also the 

SARTRE 3 study). If we compare this with the 

recommendations of the EU, we can conclude 

that police surveillance in the Netherlands is on 

the right road. ~ 

The final report and the various sub reports of 

the ESCAPE project are on the ESCAPE website 

that can be reached via the links on the SWOV 

website. The final report is Deliverable 10· 
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Figure 1. Reduction of fatalities after policy change in France 

Advanced Cru"lse Control 
and road safety: 

good information needed 
ACC can increase driving comfort as well as ACe 

road safety. However, when used incorrectly 

it can lead to greater unsafety. It is also 

essential to provide information about when 

ACC should be used, and when not. 

Th's became clear from a literature study that was 

based on the resul s of various Dutch and foreign 

prcjects. The pro)a::ts studied mainly used driving 

stnuator experiments, computer simulations of 

traffcflONs and, to a limited extent, field tests 

with cas fitted out wlh ·hstruments. ACC has 

orfy recently been for sale, so that practical user 

informatim was either not or hardly available. 

A sustainably safe road traffic requires sustainably

safe vehicles, as well as a sustainably-safe 

infrastructure. The Sustainably Safe vision 

emphasizes understanding of the human driver 

with all his.lher capacities, limitat ions , and 

motivations. For a long time now, trafft and 

transport experts see an importa nt role for 

intelligent transport systems when creat'ng a 

sustainably safe road traffic. This tlcludes the 

Advanced Driver Assistance Sys !ems V\DAS) 

that support the driver's driving task and thus 

increases the driving comfort. An'mportan t 

development in this IS the Advan Ced Cr llse 
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Control (ACC). It ~ a so often cal ed the Adapt Ve 

Cruise Control and Intelligent Cruise Control. 

ACC, an init'ative of t le motor hdustry , works as 

follows: If there is no vehicle directly h front of 

the ACC vehicle, the system ma htalns the 

Intended speed set by the d ~ver, cons I>tent with 

the conventional cru se control · When a vehicle 

In front is detected, the ACC vehicle's speed is 

adjusted until aga'h the distance equa I> that set 

by the driver · If the ve htle In front disappears, 

the ACC vehicle accelerates to the above

mentioned intended speed. SWOV's lIierature 

study showed that using ACC has advantages 

and disadvantages. 

Advantages 

The presently available ACC systems can have a 

positive road safety effect if they are LSed on 

motorways, outside the rush hours, and with 

good visibility weather. An advantage of ACC IS 

that by increasing the user's comfort, he/she 

becomes less tired. 

ACC also has a moderating effect on the speed , 

and the percentage of very short headway times 

gets smaller. An additional posit il€ effect is that 

the fuel consumption drops. Moreover, learning 

to drive with ACC is easy, and the system IS 

easy to use. 

Disadvantages 

As well as advantages, the existing ACC sys

tems also have a number of disadvantages. 

Using ACC on winding, urban prCl.iincial roads 

and on congested motorways is not desirable 

because, under these circumstances, the safety 

actually decreases · Vehicles In front , by going 

round a bend, can disappear from view, thus 

preventing the system from functioning properly . 

In addlbon, ACC drivers seem to accept smaller 

SARTRE 3: 

distances between themselves and oncoming 

vehicles whlie overtaking. They also seem to 

react later to traffic on the right that has priority 

when approaching an intersection. ACC should 

also not be used in traffic situations or in weather 

with a poor visibility. 

For road safety reasons SWOV advises against 

uSing ACC in busy traffic, when there is 

congestion. ACC drivers have the inclination to 

drive faster than desirable in such situations · 

The ACC system is switched off because the 

driver has to brake more often himself. A Simul

taneous increase in road capacity and road 

safety IS, therefore, not feasible with the current 

ACC systems. 

It is worrying that the driver does not alway sreact 

adequately in critical situations, or that the AC C 

system fails. To compensate for the negat've 

support for enforcement 
A majority of the Dutch drivers supports the present traffic measures or believes extra 

measures must be taken in order to improve road safety. This is one of the results of the third 
SARTRE study that was carried out in 2002 In Europe. Measures that find a lot of support are 

more police surveillance lower alcohol limits for new drivers, introduction of a black box in 

the car, inprovement of driving education, road improvements, and more informat bn. 

In each of the 23 participating countnes, a repre 

sentative sample of approximately 1 000 car 

driving licence holders was asked about speed 

limits, drinking and driving, police surveliance 

and their opinions on traffic measures S.AflTRE , 

an abbreviation of "SOCial Attitudes to Rood 

Traffic Risk In Europe", was carried out in 23 

European countries, Including the Netherlands , 

and also took place in 1991 and 1996 . 

Some of the Dutch results are discussed bebw. 

More enforcement, better driVing 

education, more information, better 

roads 
The participants were asked wh'Ch tOp'ICS need 

to be given more attention by the govemment In 

order t o Impro..re road safety ~ appears that 

65°,6 is in favcur of an increase In eriorcement . 

76% thinks the drrvlng education needs to be 

mpro..roo, and 68°6 believes mare putl Clty 

carrpagns are necessary . 

effects of diminished alertness, ACC should, for 

example, be able to detect stationary vehicles. 

The future 

The road user must be well informed about when 

it is safe to use ACC and when it is not. SWOV 

advises good information, and sees driving lessons 

as one of the ways to proVide such information · 

Other information agencies could inform road 

users about the safe use of ACC. The information 

should also emphasize the fact that the driver 

should regularly control the ACC system that it is 

still working properly. ~ 

The report 'Advanced Cruise Control and road 

safety; a literature study' (R-2003-24) [in Dutch 

with an EnglIsh Summary]; can be consulted and 

downloaded on the SWOV webstte under 

p tbltaU Or!; . 

Opinions on alcoholltinlts 
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Enforcement: speeding and alcohol 

Almost half of the drivers reported ever having 

been fined for speeding . Despite these fines, 

65°-6 of the motorists believes that there should 

be more police surveillance · There was conslde' 

rable support for the use of cameras, both for 

speed and for Ignoring red lights. To prevent 

speeding , a speed IIm ting devc e may be 

(Contmued on page 4) 
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(continued from page 3) 

effective. 41°,6 is in favour of tnstalling one in the 

vehicle· According to a majority, speed limits, 

especial y urban and provincia lanes, hardly need 

to be changed. 75%of the motorists I'ndicated 

that urban and pro ~nclal speed limits had to 

remain the same. 

Opinions about speed hmits on motorways are 

divided: 500~ think that the hm't should go up, 

while 44°'~ beli:lve that the present limits should 

stay the same. 3 % be leve tha t hmits on 

motorways should be abolished, whle a s'tmla r 

percentage wants to bwer the limits. 

Use of alcohol when driving is clearly not accep

table: almost all motorists in the Netherlands feel 

that drinking and driving should be pun i>hed 

more severly. The majority also th'hks that the 

present limit of 05°';0 should be strtter. 57°A, 

th'hk that no alcohol should be consumed at all 

before driving. According to 31°,6 the limit should 

stay the same, and 10°.6 think the Itn i should go 

down further, to 0.2°60 for instance. FO' novice 

drivers the limit should be 0°';0 • acc O'ding to 

70°/' of the Dutch drivers. 

New measures 

The majority of the motorists who were intervtewed 

is in favour of the introduction of new measures 

like a mandatory course for drivers who have 

been caught under the influence of alcohol m O'e 

than once. Other new measures which can 

improve road safety are also supported like an 

alcohol lock in the car (39°<l) , a fatigue detector 

(55°/,), and the htod lttion of a black box which 

can record the cause of a crash. 

Using the phone whi le driving 

Approximately 30 % uses the phone while driving. 

About 20 "6 of the Dutch drivers makes 1 or 2 

ph cne calls per day with an average car use. 

9 % makes 3 or m O'e calls per day while driving. 

I l is remarkable t tat the majority of Dutch drivers 

believes that phon kg handsfree is less dangerous 

than phoning handhe I:J. Research has shown, 

however. that both are equally dangerous. 

Pollcy recommendations 

The study indicates that Dutch motorist have a 

number of incorrect ideas on a number of 

specfic topics. Information and education could 

I !"form drivers about the dangers of using the 

HUMANIST: European Union 
cooperation 'In a Network 

of Excellence 
SWOV will participate in the HUMANIST Network of Excellence (NoE), which is pa rtof the 

6th framework programme "Information Soc'tety Technologies". The goal of NoE is to gather 

knowledge and to promote cooperation between research institutes within the EU. 

HUMANIST is aimed at telematics in traffic. 

.:.., . ... - - - --
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telephone while driving (both handsfree and 

handheld) and about the use of seatbelts. Many 

drivers appear to have the idea that they will be 

trapped by the belt in emergencies. PubliCity and 

education should also pay attention to tailgatlng 

and the risks of speeding. • 

The official. international SARTRE final report is 

being prepared and will probably be made 

available in early 2004. The complete report of 

the results for the Netherlands (in Dutch with an 

English summary; number R,20Q3,25) can be 

studied and downloaded from the SWOV 

website. under the heading 'Publications : 

• 

Although knowledge of researct 1 Into human 

limitations and abilit \'s . and of cognitive psycho ' 

logy is present in the EU, it i:; sp rEad among a 

large number of EU country hstl'tLtes and there 

is hard y any structura I cooperat iO'l. In order to 

change this, a Network of Exce ll:mce was 

recently set up. The NoE wants to bring together 

the most 1I11portant EU re ~arch institutes in the 

~udy of the poss bilities of promoting road safety 

ty means of research of human centred design (i e. 
he human as central figure )'n the feld of teiematics 

and road traffic:. This cooperation strives to achieve 

exchange among researchers, bint projects, and 

the use of each other's research faCilities . 

Telematics 

The expectation IS that te ematlcs applications 

along the roadSIde (e 9 flex'ble speed limits that 

aJ\ 8 temporary circurm,tan O3s Into consideration) 

cnd telematlcs applications that aid the driver 

(e.g. route navigation) can play an Important role 

lil regulating rnobility and the Improvement of 

road !:>afety . 

For this, it IS essenfsl that the telematics appli 

cations are desi9ned lil such a way that they fit 

the abilities and lillitations of tile road user. 

Furthermore. the Ywil ony be used when they 

al'e exper'ence~ as telng useful. Apart from this, 

IllS not to be expf'cted that all effects of an 

appl tatlon will be posltivp>. In these cases, any 



damaging side effects will have to be discol.Elred 

in time. This means that the various telematlcs 

applications will have to be studied from the 

points of view of many disciplines and approaches . 

In this, the contribution of research of human 

limitations and abilities, and of the cognitive 

psychology is indispensable. 

The expectation is that the NoE activities w'll 

have the following results: 

• the potential social effects of telematics w 11 

become greater; 

• It will be easier to standardize the approaches 

of telematics in the various countries; 

• it will be possible to react qu't:kly to new tech

nologies; 

• here will be a good overview of the state of 

Cffairs in this field; 

Traffic calming 
The actual implementation of traffic cal

ming schemes may no tbe that easy, but is 

nevertheless possible. 

Commissioned by the Swed'sh Nat bna IRoad 

Authority, SWOV carr ~d out a literature study to 

provide a concise ove New of knowledge of and 

experiences With traffiC calming schemes in 

urban areas, both on a technlcallel.€l and on a 

policy level. 

Traffic calming refers to a combination of network 

planning and engineering measures to improve 

both road safety as well as other aspects Of the 

residents' living envronment. The study lOOked 

at various charactersb'cs ofthe urban network 

which are relevant for meetng the obiectives of 

traffic calming, sudl as the functional classificatlon 

of the network, the network structure of residen

tial areas, and the need for a safe and attractive 

network for pedestrians and cyclists. In addition, 

the report discusses the use of techn't:al road 

engineering measures to achieve an appropriate 

safe car speed . 

Different types of road 

Especially in residential and shopping areas, 

network characteristics have to be supported by 

road engineering measures, so that through -

traffic is avoided, an 'li remalnlng motorized traffic 

drives at a low spee 'liand is subordinate to the 

other users of the ar ~ . Traffic calming in 

residential areas has a large road safety effect · 

It leads to a 25°£ de Q-ease'h the number of 

victims. In the Netherlands traffic calming In 

residential areas has seen a gr"Wth ., 500 /?sln c~ 

the beginning of th eOuurzaam Vellig (Sustalnab Iy 

Safe) programme. 

On urban main roads, the possiblililes of traffic 

calming are much more limited. The efficient 

processing of mot 1"1 led traffiC is one ,fthe 

major functions of t I1s type of ('tlds. ThiS woul <j 

• a gap in knowledge will be noticed qUicker; 

• the chance of the wheel be'ng invented yet again 

at various places simultaneously w ill be smaller . 

Apart from the mutual cooperation, "t is an 

important task of the network to spread know

ledge to hdi vduals and organizations that will 

use the knowledge in applications. ThiS means 

that courses Will be offered, but aso that active 

contacts will be sought with organizations such 

as the European car manufacturing industry and 

the organizations that work on normalization and 

standardization. 

PartIcipation 

Within the HUMANIST project research will be 

carried out in 7 areas. SWOV participates In this 

research in the fields of: 

require higher speeds at the road sections and, 

hence physically separated pedestrian and bicycle 

facilities. Speed reduction, however, would need 

to be realized at intersections and at midblock 

pedestrian and bicycle crossings, since at these 

locations, ca 5 and vulnerab e road users have 

to mix. At an urbanwide evel, a traffic calming 

policy aims at a reduction of the number of car 

trips. Safe and comfortable facilities, for pedes

trians and c Itlists, f3liable, dense, and cheap 

public transport facilihes and restrlcted parking 

facilibes In the City centre will make alternative 

transport modes more attractiVe. It is concluded 

that much t known about the technical 

opportunities q urban traffic calming. It is also 

concluded tha ttralft: calming Is effective in 

redUCing car speeds, car traffiC volumes, and 

road traffiC cr <Shes. 

POlicy 

A &Jccessful traffic calming policy has man Y 

ad 'antages for road safety, the envlronme ft, 

personal health, and .more generally, to th e 

liveability of a town or c·ty. In other words, ~afflc 

calming provides many opportun'ties to make 

urban lIie more attractive for the residents · 

However , traffic calming may have drawbaCks at 

an indiv dual level, Since It may be felt that II has 

a direct limitation of a person's freedom of chOice · 

Therefore, a successfu limplementation of traffic 

calming schemes needs to be supported by 

publiCity and Information aimed at Qllzens . 

organizations, and action groups Moreover , 

~eciflc po Icy elements, which were first 

introduced in the Ouurzaam Veillg programme . 

are also supportive or even a prerequisite for 

successful implementation of large 'Scale traffiC 

calming schemes: 

• The conviction that the current policy was not 

sufficiently effective In achieVing the road ~fety 

targets Thus. something 'new' was needed :a 

new concept to solve the road safety problem 

• Road safety experts and the profeSSional world 

• identifying road users needs in relation to tele

matics. SWOV specifically aims at the needs of 

older drivers; 

• applying ITS to traffic education, and the use 

and the need to pay attention to ITS in driving 

education; 

• the possibilities and effects of speed manage-

ment with the aid of ITS 

Because the exchange and making available of 

knowledge is the central Issue in a NoE, the first 

results can be expected after 6 months. ~ 

The Network of Excellence Humanist will 

start on 1 March 2004 and will continue until 

29 February 2008. 

should express themselves in full accordance 

w th the new concept. If experts disagree, 

polic Ymakers and pOlitic ~ms will fee I uncertain 

a I(j deCisions m'ght be postponed. 

·The concept has to appeal in both the short 

and the bng term. Of course, no Cbncept is 

drawn up for etern·ty. 

• From the start the concept has to enhance 

creativity and not resistance. An Important 

element with respect b this: appealing 

directives and no obv bus drawbacks. 

• Road safety organizafbns and pressure groups 

(stakeholders and actors) have to consider the 

concept as offering new opportunities. 

• Implementation of the concept must be 

integrated in existing budget streams. 

• Structural opportunities to connect the concept 

to other actiVitIes should be looked at and 

created: drafting guidelines for road design , 

education curricula for schools, etc. 

• Intelligent ways to commit stake holders have 

to be found. 

When these points. which experiences in the 

Netherlands have shown to be Important, are 

met, large scale traffiC Improvement schemes 

can be realised succesfully. ~ 

The full report entdled Traffic calmmg schemes ; 

Opportunities and implementation strategies 

(R 2003-22) may be consulted and downloade d 

on the SWOV webs/te wwwswov.nl. 
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On October 2nd, Mlchael HalJaday and Miohael Grifflth of the U.S. Federal Highway 
Ac:Iministration (FH'YA), Don McNamara of the American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), and John Almborg visited SWOY. They were 
part of the Traffic Safety Information Panel, a group of experts who were on an 
International trip visiting renowned traffic safety institutes In order to gather ideas and 
information about designing and developing traffic safety information systems. ~ 

Variety in crossing facilities 
leads to co nfusio n 

Crossing facilities must be safe and under

standable for everybody. However, the large 

variety in types of crossing is responsible 

for confusion. 

Sustainably Safe makes high demands on the 

safety of the traffic engineering design · However, 

there are considerable gaps in the knowledge of 

urban road safety aspects. This also applies to 

crossing facilities. 

An accident analysis (of registered crashes) has 

shown that a considerable number of crashes 

involving mopeds, bicycles, and pedestrians 

occur on urban crossing facilities. That is why 

SWOV has studied the various types of croSSing 

facilities on urban road segments. The focus in 

this study was on how the right-of-way on 

different types of crossing facilities was handled 

by road users. 

Variety 

In a detailed study of the safety effects of various 

types of crossing faCilities, data was gathe ed of 

121 crossings that were meant only for eyc l!lts, 

only for pedestrians, or for both · T te se ected 

crossing faCilities appear to show a wide II:lnety 

in use, layout, boarding, and mark hg. 

On crossing faCilities for both cyclists and pedes

trians, the right-of-way regulation Is sometimes 

different: e.g . pedestrians have rlght-of-way and 

cyclists do not, or pedestnans have a regulation 

with traffic lights and cyclists do not. ThiS is very 

confUSing for both those cross hg over as well as 

for motor vehicle dnvers approaching the 

crossing. 

The right-of-way behaviour was then observed 

on a number of cross hg Bcilit Ils that had been 

made sustainably safe, the Sustainably Safe 

Pedestrian lebra Cross'hgs (SS-lC) and a 

number that had been liid out differently (non 

SS-ZC). This showed that pedestrians at a 

SS-lC have less confidence in a correct giVing 

of the right-of-way to pedestrians than pedestrians 

at a non SS-lC. This lack of confidence, however, 

leads to fewer potential conflict situations. No 

explanation can be given for this unexpected 

result. The approach speed at a SS-ZC also 

appeared to be slower than at a non SS-ZC, 

which leads to a safer situation. In spite of this, 

(Cont hued on page 8 ) 
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(continued from page 7) 

the speed at a ss-ze is also faster than 30 

km/h. This is the speed whereby the mixing of 

traffic types is permissible according to the SS 

starting points. 

Recommendation 

At crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists 

the road authority should choose the same right

of-way regulation for both groups: both 

pedestrians as well as cyclists should, or should 

not, have right-of-way, and for both the crossing 

should have traffic lights or not. 

It is possible that If road surface marking which 

indicates one has to give right-of-way IS placed 

just before a crossing facility, it would clarify and 

emphasize the right-of-way obligat"bn for drivers. 

Pub lications 
Most SWOV reports are written In Dutch but they 

all include an English summary. Below is a selec

tion of reports that have recently been published 

by SWOV. Records of all SWOV reports that were 

published from 1980 onward can be found on our 

webslte (www.swov.nl). Reports that were publis

hed in or after the year 2000 can be down loaded 

free of charge. 

Looking for causes of accidents: lessons fro m 

various safety disciplines 

Inventory and eva uallOn of resear <h methods aimed at 

human errors 

R J . Davidse R 2003 -19. 1 !O +2 7b Z • 

€ 25 ,. (In Dutch) 

Survey of methods and approaches that can be used 

to obtain a better ilslght Ihto behavlour-related road 

accident causes .The research areas exam Iled were 

ndustnal safety .a 'fatlon safety, shlpp ng safety. and 

road safety . 

Traffic calming schemes 

OpportUnities and implementat on strategies 

Ingnd van Schagen (ed) R 2003 ·22 56 + 1 pp 

€ 11 25 (In English) 

Traffic calming refers to a comblnat vn of netwo rk planning 

and engineering measures to mpr (lie road sa fety as wel l 

as other aspects of IIveabl 'ky for the Ihhab la nts This 

report aims to provide a con ()se (\oervlew (j. knowledge 

It could also be combined with a raised surface . 

This raised surface should be long enough for a 

motor vehicle take up position Just before the 

crossing facility. 

SWOV recommends introducing greater unifonmity 

in crossing facilities and further research on how 

they can be made safe and clear to everybody .• 

The study has been published in the report 

'Veiligheid van enkele typen oversteekvoorzieningen 

in stedelijke gebieden, Analyse van ongevallen

gegevens en gedragswaamemingen' (R-2003-23 ) 

which may be consulted and down loaded on the 

SWOV-website www.swov.nl . 

A ze sh (lJ tl be installed on an u Iban distributor with a speed limit of 50 km/h and 2x1 lanes 

(j, Susta hably-Safe there IS, n pri rciple ,no 1 x2 lane road). The most characteristic requ tement 

is the appl icatfOl of the speed inhibtor. 

of and expenences w ithtraff I: calming schemes in urban 

areas, both on a tec hr'\',;al evel and on a policy level . 

The safety of various types of urban crossing 

facilities 

Accident ana I!SI!; an d tBhaviour observations 

Ir. A.C.B. de Largen. R-20CB-23 50 + 46 pp. 

€ 15, - (In 0 Ltch) . 

S tidy into t re safety of different types of urban crossing 

fad Ihes, ~ kng the ex1ernal factors into account. 

Ana}Seswele made of registered crashes, observed 

b ehaliour, ard features of the design and layout of a 

Cro$lng fa dllty on a road segrnent. 

Advanc ed Cruise Control and Road Safety 

A litera ture study 

Ir. A E. HOBtink R·2003-24 53 pp. € 11,25 (In Dutch) 

Resu Its fron a recent study into the possible 

inlue nce d ACC on traffiC safety. Three safety levels at 

whch effects of telernatlcs could apply .were examined 

funct lonal safety .dnver safety. and traffic system safety 

Oplnio ns, preferences, and traffic beha

viour of Dutch motorists 

The third Social Attitudes to Road TraffiC Risk in 

Europe' survey .compared With other European 

countries and With the 1996 results 

Dr. Ch. Goldenbeld R 2003 25. 62 + 53 pp 

€ 17 50 (In Dutch) 

Report containing the Dutch results of the European 

SARTRE 3 study which was carried out in 2002 com

paring them with the 1996 results. The Dutch results 

are compared with the average results of a group of of 

seven comparable European countnes. 

Reanalysls of traffic enforcement data from 

Victoria 

A methodological study into the evaluation of safety 

measures 

Siem Oppe & Frits BiJleveld. 0·2003-6. 28 + 21 pp. 

€ 11,25 (In English) 

There is an increased Interest in the safety effects of 

traffic enforcement measures In Australia, monthly data 

of several types of enforcement and campaigns was 

gathered and analysed, together with background data 

and safety data In thiS report, the Australian data has 

been reanaiysed ,using a slighly different method than 

the Australian one. 

The role of emotions and moods in traffic 

Intenm report of the f rst phase of a research project 

Jolieke Mesken .0 2003 8. 44 pp 

€ 11 ,25 (In English ) 

Intenm report Cl the resu t Sin the first year of the prOJect 

Emotions In traffiC' T tll re suts Include a theoret tal 

background and sugge si IonS for research, a I ierature 

reView, and a the cret"lca I study and research plan for the 

first study 
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